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engineers who worked for Boulton & Watt. However,
the manufacturing firm did not survive and succeed
through the efforts of these three men alone.
The highly skilled, loyal engineers breathed life into
Watt’s creation, and without them the business could
never have prospered. The activities of three of
these workers provide useful case studies to
illustrate Boulton & Watt’s creative management.
They were two engineers, James Law and Logan
Henderson, and Watt’s first assistant and later
statistician, William Playfair.
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The steam engine, no doubt, was a force for change
during the Industrial Revolution. Although he did not
invent steam power, James Watt improved the efficiency
of Newcomen’s atmospheric pumping engine and
extended the technology of steam power to power
machinery. In the age of great inventors, Watt was one
great man in the great company of others. Two other
such men were Matthew Boulton, whose
entrepreneurial skills and personal support for Watt
played a crucial role in their business success, and
William Murdoch who is the best known of the skilled

Statue of Boulton, Watt and Murdoch, by William Bloye and Raymond Forbes-Kings, Birmingham, 1956.
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Recruiting and retaining employees
proved to be difficult – professional
mechanical engineers did not exist and this led to the wide variety of
backgrounds from which their
engineers originated. Henderson
wrote on 10 June 1778 of two
young men, one with ‘a most
wonderful character for his
Mechanical and Mathematical
Knowledge’, and another ‘very
ingenious young man’ who ‘is by
trade a shoemaker’, as a
demonstration of the breadth of
people the firm was willing to
employ, should they be capable.1
Henderson’s own background is
intriguing: his correspondence with
Boulton reveals he was previously a
Lieutenant in the Thirty-First
Company of Marines;2 a sugar
planter in Dominica with a proposal
for a sugar-mill;3 a land-surveyor;4
and someone who had declined ‘a
strong recommendation to the
Court of Russia’ (whatever that
might have meant).5 His extensive
knowledge of botany is also evident,
as he frequently mentioned plantlife in his reports back to Watt,
including in one letter a pressed
flower from the Bog Mines of
Shrewsbury.6
Playfair tells a similar story of
varying origins, and crucially, of the
company’s inability to recruit
equally loyal and competent men.
He was first introduced to Boulton
in 1778 by the chemist James Keir
who received an impressive
recommendation for Playfair from
Robert Small, a Scottish minister
and mathematician. Small was an
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Origins of the Employees

A pressed flower sent by Henderson from the Shrewsbury Bog Mines under the seal of his letter to Watt.

individual who contributed to the Scottish Enlightenment, but also introduced
Boulton to James Watt.7 Despite this, Playfair seems to have been dismissed by
June of that same year, but was retained until December of 1781 when he was
finally able to settle in London. He was clearly dissatisfied with the job, ‘his
mind seeming absent’, and attempted to leave throughout the year.
Correspondence reveals the misfortunes Boulton and Watt faced in their
attempts to find a replacement for Playfair.8
John Hall, another engineer who seemed set to replace Playfair, was
discovered to have been guilty of not only stealing materials, but also stealing
time as several smiths who were employed for engine work constructed for
him ‘a room full of models of different machines besides very nice tapps for
every screw [Watt] had’.9 Playfair was recalled and made ‘a better writer and
accountant’.10 More curiously, Hall – by then a known smuggler – was
continued in their service as an engineer, despite the fact that Watt was adamant
‘against his being any longer, retained in our service in any station whatsoever’.11
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By October of 1781, Boulton
wrote in anticipation of Playfair’s
departure that they ‘must take a boy
at 14 or 15 for 7 years or we must
take a man that has no ambitious
views’.12 The variety of characters
recommended for Playfair’s role
ranged from John Southern, a man of
33 years who was single and idle but
‘cozen to the late William Wyatt who
is an excellent & neat draughtsman in
the Surveying way’; a 12-year-old son
to a poor watch-maker; a 15-year-old
named Ewart recommended by a
Lady Hopton; and an ex-clergyman
recommended by Playfair’s brother,
described as not ‘very bright’ and
‘ambitious of nothing else besides
having a decent living’.13
Lack of ambition is repeatedly
cited as a desirable quality. Malleable
young men or unskilled men from
lower-class backgrounds were not
likely to become as disinterested as
Playfair and leave. Retention of
employees was evidently a major
issue.

Fears for their Employees’
Safety
In a competitive market, with an
obvious shortage of men, Boulton
and Watt were compelled to
construct a comfortable working
environment. Often this meant
providing for employees in times of
financial need, but it was also
demonstrated by the concerns the
two shared for their valued
employees’ safety. This included fears
of the press gang; illness or accident;
and their apprehension after Law
went missing in 1781 ‘that he is dead
or taken by the French’.14

Law’s letter regarding his distress at being assaulted by the press gang on a journey to Cornwall.

These anxieties were well-founded. Not only did Law suffer a severe leg
injury in a coach accident in April of 1781 while on a journey to a job near
Spondon in Derbyshire, he also fell foul of the press gang in June of that
year. 15 Writing a hurried and distressed letter to Playfair, Law’s fear is
highlighted by a description of his son’s reaction: ‘James my boy is in very
grete spirits and asked wat the silers wanted with [h]is Dad and if the[y]
took [h]is Dad he go with [h]is Dad a bord a man to war to[o].’16

Management of Employees
James Law’s experience is particularly illuminating about the practices of
Watt as an employer. Law was often troublesome and was called ‘a rascal’ for
the constant disputes and accusations he engaged in with other workers. 17
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Watt shows a surprisingly compassionate attitude
towards managing Law, and described him as ‘an honest
fellow but somewhat vain’, which ‘is therefore
continually leading him into scrapes’.18
In contrast to Henderson, who gained such a bad
reputation that Boulton writes of many refusing to take
him on, Law’s vanity was not unwarranted.19 He
received extreme praise for his diligence on several jobs,
and Law himself claimed that he would ‘go a thousant
miles to serfe Mr. B and you’.20 In a dispute between
Law and John Rennie while working on Mr. Mylne’s
engine, in which Rennie refused to let Law erect the
parallel motion, Watt wrote to Law reassuring him he
will have the ‘opportunity to prove [him]self the cleverer
fellow’, and that Mylne had been informed not to
trouble him with Rennie’s complaints.21 He then
concludes with detailed instructions of how to proceed.
What is most illuminating, however, is Watt’s letter to
Mylne written that very day [see top of page], asking
him to ‘humour’ Law and ‘prevail upon him to explain
the nature of his process to you’: ‘I write to him
inclosed with… directions how to proceed, so as to
astonish you with his skille. But that letter must be a
secret to you.’22 His willingness to patronise Law’s
anxieties shows a man who understood his workers as
individuals, and subverts the prickly image of the
engineer of September 1770 who was afraid of going
into business due to being ‘in a constant fear that my
want of experience may betray me into some scrape, or
that I shall be imposed upon by the workmen’.
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Watt’s letter to Robert Mylne, utilising Law’s vanity to maintain his confidence.

Incoming correspondence from Henderson docketed by Boulton: ‘Henderson’s
menacing letter’.

Disloyalty
Besides fears of safety, disloyalty was a more prevalent
anxiety for the business. Plagiarism, conspiracy, and deceit
by the men of Soho were all too common. Even for
those who retained positive relations with their
employers, like Law and Playfair, it was not uncommon
after their employment for the engineers to turn rival
and ‘seduce’ other workers – with Playfair poaching ‘our
only diesinker, draughtsman & modeller (viz. Wilson)’
before shortly establishing a Playfair, Wilson & Co. with
the very man.24
For Henderson, however, relations soured far more.
His controversial moment came in February 1783,
following his petition to the Irish Parliament for payment
for erecting an engine due to a lack of patent laws

(motivated partially by his
employers’ lack of compensation
for lost goods in a shipwreck some
years earlier). The letter is too
extensive to detail in full here, but
the crucial point is Boulton’s
reaction.
He described Henderson as
‘most diabolical & shows his heart
is fraught with every hatred &
malice; with ingratitude, with
dishonour, & every thing that is
base.’25 He docketed some future
incoming correspondence as
‘Henderson’s menacing letter’26
[see previous page], frequently
complained of Henderson’s actions,
and code-named him ‘Wasp’ in his
letters to Watt.27 On 24 September
1784, he wrote with anxiety of
treachery and gossip spreading
among his workforce, urging Watt
to ‘guard the mouths of those you
consult for I should be sorry that
the Wasp, Wolf, Playfoul, Blair &
Co. or any of their connections
should know any thing of your
business’.28 This warning to Watt
against conspirators is ominous.
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Anonymous letter from a ‘J.T.’ warning Boulton and Watt of the business plans of 'Wasp' (Henderson).

Conspiracy
Even more so was an anonymous
letter from a ‘J. T.’ docketed
‘anonymous concerning Wasp’,
which warned Boulton and Watt of
Henderson’s engine work in
London [see above right].29 This
alludes to the darker nature of the
competitive engineering
environment, where employees
turned rival and Boulton feared he
could not consult with his own
workers without word escaping to
his enemies,to the point where
code names became necessary.

Curiously Watt did not engage in such conspiratorial language. In fact, his
letters to Henderson were friendly and mild. On 29 December 1788,
Henderson even wrote to thank him ‘for your polite offer of granting me a
licence for erecting & working a small steam engine of your particular
construction’.30 Moreover, Boulton actively continued business with said
‘Playfoul’, a man he expressed disdain for – similar to the retention of Hall’s
employment despite his smuggling activities.
Altogether, these letters show that the company was desperate to retain
business, which ultimately overcame personal concerns. The value of their
employees shaped Boulton and Watt’s attitudes and approaches towards them.
Perhaps if Boulton had maintained a better financial relationship with
Henderson, in the same way as Watt had supported Law and others, a
valuable employee might have been retained. l
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